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SHAPE BUSINESS
VENTILATION GRILL – GIVEN NEW MEANING

The complexity of the material novel in this product range combined with puristic design - this is how the new aesthetic is born.
Thanks to its clear lines, the SHAPE BUSINESS variant rounded at
the corners is a perfect match for each and every interior design.
SIZE: 350 x 130 mm

Glass, White Pure
Cat. No.: 78300660
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SHAPE STYLE
VENTILATION GRILL - KEEPING PACE WITH THE TIMES

SIZE: 350 x 130 mm

Glass, White Pure
Cat. No.: 78300661

SHAPE STYLE, another basic shape variant from this product family,
also features glass as an innovative, cutting-edge material in this
product area. Thanks to its subtle, completely rounded design,
SHAPE STYLE is full of harmony and can thus become part of any
interior style, conveying a discreet "Smart Generation" statement.
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LINE
UNDERSTATEMENT WITH A WOW EFFECT

A thorough look at the design grill reveals sophisticated subtlety
through the rhythm of vertical lines, and conveys vividness, variety
and profoundness. This fascinating combination of structural simplicity and freedom of interpretation is what LINE owes its timeless
character to.

SIZE: 350 x 130 mm

Ground stainless steel
Cat. No.: 78300663

White (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78300662
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PYRAMID
EYE-CATCHER FOR CONNOISSEURS

PYRAMID is the right choice for all those who like it classic: Thanks
to its geometric design, this motif makes a harmonic addition to any
architectural style while setting subtle accents.
PYRAMID is there to keep modern rooms "grounded" yet in a subtle
way, giving cosy living concepts a pleasant, fresh touch.

SIZE: 350 x 130 mm

Dark rust bronze
Cat. No.: 78300665

WHITE (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78300664
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AVANTGARDE
THE POINT OF EVERYTHING

Individualists will adore these design grills: The expressive AVANTGARDE motif with its grid points different in size creates three-dimensional illusion and fascinating plasticity. Progressive, innovative,
extrovert.
This design element makes each living culture more dynamic.

SIZE: 350 x 130 mm

Ground stainless steel
Cat. No.: 78300667

White (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78300666
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FLORA
FASCINATING BY NATURE

The delicate foliage of this complex design grill is a firework of visual
inspiration you will never get bored with:
The subtle shapes of FLORA breathe new life into classic buildings,
and then again set ornamental highlights in newly-built ones – everything is possible, appears more vivid, and is always a treat.

SIZE: 350 x 130 mm

Anthracite
Cat. No.: 78300669

White (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78300668

SHAPE COMPACT

SHAPE CIRCLE

The interaction of semicircular ventilation slots with the gland rounded at the corners is rich in
contrast; that is why SHAPE COMPACT reminds you of the start button of a high-tech device.

Less is more – that is the fundamental design principle of SHAPE CIRCLE.
The gland variant for round pipe shafts remains entirely within the format.
Ventilation as beautiful as can be.

SIZE: 160 x 160 mm

SIZE: 160 x 160 mm

Glass, White Pure
Cat. No.: 78312660

Glass, White Pure
Cat. No.: 78312661

LINE COMPACT

PYRAMID COMPACT

The minimalistic elegance of the linear design of LINE COMPACT ventilation slots unfolds new
appeal through the square-circle interplay.

With tiny triangles and their intersections, PYRAMID COMPACT creates a
three-dimensional picture in the circular segment, and
reveals a fascinating "fragment of the whole".

SIZE: 160 x 160 mm

SIZE: 160 x 160 mm

Ground stainless steel
Cat. No.: 78312663

White (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78312662

Dark rust bronze
Cat. No.: 78312665

White (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78312664

AVANTGARDE COMPACT

FLORA COMPACT

In round ventilation slots, AVANTGARDE COMPACT has a radiant effect. The radial point grid forms
a smooth flow within a harmonic circle.

Just like lush blossom, the FLORA COMPACT design is arranged on a square gland shape, and
thanks to the round slot, it gains a vivid, playful touch.

SIZE: 160 x 160 mm

SIZE: 160 x 160 mm

Ground stainless steel
Cat. No.: 78312667

White (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78312666

Anthracite
Cat. No.: 78312669

White (RAL 9016)
Cat. No.: 78312668

sieger design ...

Christian & Michael Sieger

Developing branding concepts and products with
unique features while staying significant and
success-oriented – this is the claim of sieger design
agency, an enterprise which cooperates with national and international companies such as Dornbracht,
Duravit, Fürstenberg or Lamy. For the managing
directors and their team, high-quality design is not
only about improving the shape, it is rather about an
overall concept, embracing the interaction between
economic, environmental, social and cultural dimensions. Smart functionality and at times archetypal
styling distinguish the sieger design drafts

- to achieve this, the design studio
applies utmost sensitivity, attention to detail and
forward-looking thinking. The family enterprise
initially founded as an architecture office in 1964 is
today successfully run by the two brothers, Christian and Michael Sieger - the second-generation
owners. A team of around 40 people implement the
entire design process in an interdisciplinary manner.
Harkotten castle, the headquarters of the company,
is both a cultural stronghold and a creative workshop – a historic site with a modern sculpture park,
which is an embodiment of the company’s aesthetic
values.

... meets FRÄNKISCHE brand quality
With its innovative profi-air ventilation system,
FRÄNKISCHE has brought variety and flexibility onto
the heat recovery ventilation (HRV) market: Since
traditional manufacturers do not only offer classic
round pipes but also flat tunnel pipe variants for
installation, both existing buildings and individually
constructed new ones can be furnished with highperformance, clean, sound and highly efficient HRV
systems. In this field, the traditional family business
enjoys a reputation as a reliable full-range supplier
with high quality standards.

As an expert in the field of installation technology
"behind the wall", the BUILDING TECHNOLOGY division by FRÄNKISCHE has long since become widely
known among specialist dealers and installers. But
what if, all of a sudden, it is all about “design for the
wall" - as with a ventilation outlet in the living room?
sieger design is the right partner for FRÄNKISCHE
to bring on board: HRV technology meets premium
design – quality meets quality. The starline ventilation grills set the right highlight with regard to heat
recovery ventilation.

FRÄNKISCHE ROHRWERKE
Gebr. Kirchner GmbH & Co. KG
97486 Königsberg / Germany
Phone: +49 9525 88-2555
info.gb_h@fraenkische.de
www.designgrills.com
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